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Knowing who they are...

• Types: end users, solution providers (others?)

• Do we need to keep track of our users? How?

• Where to find them and how to talk to them?
Simplifying feedback and change processes

• How to simplify feedback channels and reduce the fear of using them?

• How to make the INSPIRE maintenance and implementation process more flexible?

• Which intermediaries could help to collect, interpret and channel user needs?
INSPIRE added benefits

• What features can or could INSPIRE offer that national solutions cannot?

• What can we learn from other platforms?

• How to implement such features?
Who is willing to pay?

- Pay-per-use vs. tax payer pays

- Should the infrastructure provide standardized ways or re-usable tools for charging for and licencing?
How to showcase benefits?

• What could simple showcase applications look like?

• What are barriers that we still need to overcome? What could be quick wins?

• How to best make the key users of a showcase the drivers of its implementation?